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CHEST PAIN OR DISCOMFORT

PAIN OR DISCOMFORT IN ARMS OR SHOULDER
NAUSEA OR VOMITING

FATIGUE
LIGHT HEADEDNESS

HEART BURN
SHORTNESS OF BREATH

SWEATING
PAIN IN THE NECK, JAW, THROAT, ABDOMEN OR BACK

CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE

F A C T S  A N D  F I G U R E S  

Disclaimer:
This publication on the coronary artery disease
pathway framework was updated
on 10.04.2023. It cannot be taken as a
recommendation for the readers, especially not
as a guideline for treatment, and it is not a
medical document. There is no guarantee for
completeness or global correctness,
the various pain points, solutions, and
statistical data are examples only. Sources are
multiple, such as public statistics, expert
opinions, open innovation workshops, research,
own data and many more (see references).
The products and features mentioned may not
be available in all countries and their future
availability cannot be guaranteed. Some
products mentioned are planned and under
development.

Website: https://www.siemens-healthineers.com/innovation-think-tank
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Men are generally at a
greater risk of CAD, but
women have a higher
mortality and worse
prognosis5,6

Risk for women increases
after menopause5

CAD global 

prevalence per 

100,000 people,

201911

Every 40 seconds, a heart 

attack occurs in the US8

RISK FACTORS5

✓ Old age
✓ Unhealthy diet 
✓ Obesity
✓ Family history
✓ Sedentary lifestyle 
✓ Smoking 
✓ Alcohol use
✓ High blood pressure
✓ Diabetes
✓ High cholesterol

*CAD – Coronary artery disease
PCI – Percutaneous coronary intervention
DALYs - Disability Adjusted Life Years
CAGR - Compound Annual Growth Rate

*Clinical presentation may vary in men and women
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PANDEMICPANDEMICCOVID-19

More severe course of COVID-19 in

patients with pre-existing CAD7

CAD global statistics, 20194

197 million prevalent cases

182 million DALYs 

9.14 million deaths

In the US, ~900,000 
PCIs are performed 
every year9

#1 cause of death worldwide3

Coronary stent market10

CAGR of 3.3%

2022

2030

$9.3 B

$12.1 B
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An extensive research-based
analysis from 40+ scientific
articles and journals in
combination with hospital
workflow experience allowed the
identification of pain points and
solutions.

These solutions were proposed
based on AI, IoMT, AR/VR,
biosensors, nanorobotics and
smart wearable technologies.

THROUGH THIS CAREPLAN WE 
HIGHLIGHT DATA FROM

A COLLECTION OF

52
pain points

67
solutions

connected to

different stakeholders

16

PREVENTION
Scenario: In the park

SYMPTOMS
Scenario: In the office

DIAGNOSIS 
Scenario: In the emergency room

TREATMENT 
Scenario: In the catheter laboratory

REHABILITATION
Scenario: At rehabilitation center

FOLLOW-UP
Scenario: At the doctor’s office

OUTPATIENT 
Scenario: At home in the living room

7

CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE

The patient indulges in regular exercise e.g., running in a park, to stave off
coronary artery disease.

Patient clutching his chest after standing up from the desk. Nearby responder
is calling emergency services.

The patient is receiving an electrocardiogram in the emergency room. Patient is exercising under the guidance of rehabilitation therapist. Whilst
physical rehabilitation is recommended in patients with CABG, it might also
be beneficial for patients receiving PCI in order to regain physical fitness and
avoid long-term consequences.

To reduce the risk of another cardiac event, the patient is asked to visit a

doctor for frequent check-ups.

In the out-patient setting, the patient takes several drugs as prescribed.

STAKEHOLDERS

Disease pathway analysis with pain points and solution examples

Patient 
Exercises regularly to maintain a 

healthy lifestyle.

General practitioner
Provides health check-ups, 
preventive care and health 

education to the patient.

Family 
Supports the patient to lead 

a healthy lifestyle.

Dietitian 
Suggests appropriate 

meal plans to maintain a 
healthy lifestyle.

Tech companies
Design and develop health 

monitoring devices and 
fitness trackers. 

Solution categories

Existing in healthcare 
sector

Ongoing research in 
healthcare 

Futuristic solution 
(may or may not be 
implemented) 

Website: 
https://www.siemens-healthineers.com/innovation-think-tank

Disclaimer:
This publication on the coronary artery disease pathway
framework was updated on 10.04.2023. It cannot be
taken as a recommendation for the readers, especially
not as a guideline for treatment, and it is not a medical
document. There is no guarantee for completeness or
global correctness, the various pain points, solutions,
and statistical data are examples only. Sources are
multiple, such as public statistics, expert opinions, open
innovation workshops, research, own data and many
more (see references).
The products and features mentioned may not be
available in all countries and their future availability
cannot be guaranteed. Some products mentioned are
planned and under development.

*Atellica® VTLi Patient-side Immunoassay Analyzer
(SHS): The products/features (mentioned herein) are not
commercially available in all countries. Not available
for sale in the U.S.A. Their future availability cannot be
guaranteed.

SOLUTION

Digitalization

Wearables and apps 

1

PAIN POINT

Obesity is an independent risk

factor for the development and

progression of CAD.

A smart watch can be used to
monitor a person’s daily physical
activity and diet. In combination
with a smartphone app that collects
and analyzes the data, patients can
receive useful feedback and
recommendations on how to stay
physically active besides following
a healthy diet. This can support
them to stay motivated, thereby
helping in their weight loss and
exercise journey.1

2

PAIN POINT

Lack of physical activity is

associated with an increased risk

of cardiovascular mortality and a

higher angina pectoris rate.

4

SOLUTION

Process innovation

Screening coronary CT 

angiography

PAIN POINT

Patients with diabetes are at a

higher risk of developing CAD.

Risk assessment is limited

because angina is often absent.

Coronary CTA can be used for risk
stratification in asymptomatic
diabetic patients by coronary
artery evaluation and plaque
characterization. Early diagnosis
of CAD in diabetic patients can
help prevent disease progression
and clinical events by initiating
appropriate therapies in those
with pathologies.3

SOLUTION

Digitalization

Pressure monitoring 
through AI

An AI based device can be used
to monitor blood pressure
directly by the patient after
receiving a brief instruction
from healthcare personnel. By
tracking patient’s data and
sharing it with the doctor,
timely treatment can be
initiated.2

3

PAIN POINT

High blood pressure can damage

the arteries and force the heart to

work harder, leaving the patient

more prone to heart disease.

PAIN POINT

Patients with dyslipidemia are at

a higher risk of atherosclerosis

and CAD.

Cardiometabolic screening 
program

Digital nutrition

platform

5

SOLUTION

Digitalization

SOLUTION

Process innovation

A platform which integrates

education, meal planning, and

food ordering can be used to

examine dyslipidemia, suggest a

meal plan accordingly, determine

how the patient’s status changed

over time, and evaluate the

alterations in lipid profile among

individuals with elevated lipids.4

A cardiometabolic screening

program in the general population

can help to identify individuals

with subclinical and clinical lipid

levels. Followed by digitally

enabled cardiometabolic health

focused lifestyle interventions to

improve lipid levels, this could be

a viable complement or potential

alternative to conventional health

behavior change strategies.5

SOLUTION

Digitalization

Smoking cessation tools

6

PAIN POINT

Smoking increases the formation

of plaque in blood vessels.

Chemicals in cigarette smoke

cause the blood to thicken and

form clots inside veins and

arteries.

Pharmacological 
intervention

SOLUTION

Process innovation

7

Whilst keeping up a healthy

lifestyle is the most important

way to prevent CAD, it is often

not enough, e.g., in patients with

a dyslipidemia or diabetes.

PAIN POINT

Disease control via drugs is the
second most important step in
primary and secondary prevention
of CAD and related conditions. A
combination of aspirin with a
statin (notably rosuvastatin) is
generally recommended.7

PAIN POINT

Emergency services may not be

called on time and ambulance

may take a long time to arrive.

Smart watch

3

SOLUTION

Sensing & Digitalization

Wearable device could alert the
paramedics at an early stage
based on changes in heart rate
and oxygen saturation and
instruct bystanders on CPR
(performed if needed). In future,
the electrocardiogram function
on smartwatches could be used to
look out for early warning signs
of myocardial ischemia, which
can shorten the time to diagnosis
and thus treatment.9

SOLUTION

Digitalization 

Educational 

platform

PAIN POINT

1

It can help patients as well as

family members to get to know

the key symptoms of CAD,

differentiate between stable

and unstable angina, and

thereby seek medical treatment

accordingly. It can also teach

them how to react

appropriately during the onset

of an acute coronary

syndrome.8

Early symptoms of CAD can easily be

misinterpreted or missed, especially

in patients with stable CAD where

symptoms mostly appear under

physical strain, and patients may not

know that they have CAD until a heart

attack occurs.

SOLUTION

Sensing & Digitalization

Smart watch for vital 

signs monitoring

2

PAIN POINT

Oftentimes, vital signs are not

monitored and symptoms of CAD

like breathlessness, prolonged chest

pain, palpitation, giddiness and loss

of consciousness are not diagnosed

early/during occurrence; this can

lead to a negative clinical outcome.

Continuous monitoring of
heart rate, respiratory rate,
blood pressure and oxygen
saturation can be done using a
smart watch that is connected
through IoT to an app which
stores the data daily and
sends alerts in case of
abnormality, based on which
further tests for CAD can be
conducted.

PAIN POINT

Atypical symptoms like pain or

discomfort may occur in the

interscapular or epigastric region,

especially in women. For patients

with stable CAD, this can lead to

delayed diagnosis or even

misdiagnosis .

Symptom diary

4

SOLUTION

Digitalization

An online application can be
used to track the symptoms as
well as the lifestyle factors
that may have contributed to
these, link the occurring
symptoms to data from
wearables like physical
activity, heart rate, blood
pressure, and make all this
data available to the general
practitioner in real time.10

PAIN POINT

Cardiovascular manifestations of

patients with COVID-19 include

heart failure, myocarditis,

arrhythmia, and elevated troponin,

which can mimic STEMI or NSTEMI

myocardial infarction.11

5

Digital twin

SOLUTION

Clinical innovation & Digitalization

With a patient digital twin,
physicians can analyze the
development of various metabolic
activities like increase in troponin
levels over time and connect them
with the symptoms. This can enable
them to provide quick response and
personalized therapy.

PANDEMICCOVID-19

High-sensitivity cardiac 

troponin (hs-cTn) assays* 

SOLUTION

Clinical innovation

1

CAD can cause myocardial injury

leading to higher troponin levels.

Lab-based assays for these

cardiac enzymes, however, can

take a significant amount of time.

PAIN POINT

In patients with suspected MI, hs-cTn
assays offer similar diagnostic
accuracy compared to assays
requiring a central lab. They can be
done at the point of care with rapid
turnaround. It can aid in improving ED
throughput, reducing stress and strain
on acute care clinicians, and in
optimizing the use of time and
resources of busy laboratories.12,13

PAIN POINT

Too many non acute patients with

suspected CAD receive invasive

treatment without a clear

diagnosis.

2

Non-invasive diagnosis

SOLUTION

Clinical innovation

Non-invasive testing can help avoid
unnecessary invasive treatment,
reduce cost and have a positive impact
on patient outcome. Recent guidelines
for chest pain management recommend
coronary CT angiography in certain
cases as it can provide essential
information about the anatomy,
morphology and function of the heart
and its coronaries e.g., indicating how
severe a stenosis is.14

PAIN POINT

SOLUTION

Digitalization

The heartbeat causes movement of

coronary vessels and muscle

tissue leading to potential

artefacts in CT images and more

challenging treatment planning.

AI assisted dual source CT 

3

Dual source scanners have the
advantage of increasing temporal
resolution. This, coupled with
automatic detection of the cardiac
phase (extended diastolic phase upon
medication) with the least motion
can avoid motion artefacts during
cardiac scans.15

Real time catheter sensor with 

remote navigation system

SOLUTION

Sensing & Automation

During cardiac catheterization, a

doctor inserts a catheter into an

artery up to the heart. Blood clots,

bruising, damage to the artery or

area where the catheter was

inserted are some possible risks

during cardiac catheterization.

4

PAIN POINT

A real-time catheter-motion sensor can be

used to investigate applied motion in

catheter-based interventional procedures

and further be used as an input device for

remote catheter navigation system, thereby

helping to avoid bruising or damage to

arteries.16

SOLUTION

Process innovation

Multimodal 3D image 

fusion

PAIN POINT

Despite their complementary

strengths in CAD evaluation, CT

and MRI findings are often

analyzed separately, limiting the

ability to completely leverage the

strengths of the two methods.17

5

A multimodal multiparametric 3D
image fusion approach where
results of datasets obtained from
CT coronary angiography, CT-
derived fractional flow reserve,
cardiac MRI, cardiac MRI perfusion
and cardiac MRI late gadolinium
enhancement are rendered in a
common 3D scene, can help in
accurate diagnostic assessment of
CAD.18

Quantitative flow ratio 

1

SOLUTION

Clinical innovation 

PAIN POINT

To determine which coronary

arteries have the most severe

blockage during a PCI, physcians

look at the angiogram. However,

the angiogram alone can‘t tell

which blockages are most seriously

affecting blood flow.

QFR technology applies 3D artery
reconstruction and measurement of
blood flow velocity to precisely
identify and measure the severity of
artery blockages and to facilitate the
decision on which arteries to stent.
Thus, unnecessary stenting could be
reduced leading to significantly
improved outcomes for the patients.19

PAIN POINT

SOLUTION

Process innovation & Automation 

Robotic-assisted PCI

Most PCIs are performed

manually. Some procedures can be

very complex and require a lot of

precision and skill, which not all

physicians can offer. This can

result in a bad outcome for the

patient.

2

Along with the physician’s clinical
judgement and decision-making,
robotic assisted PCIs can offer an
advance in precision, safety, and
value to the healthcare providers and
organization.20

Intravascular lithotripsy

SOLUTION

Clinical innovation

3

Hardened plaque build-up can

even resist high-pressure balloons

that makes reopening an artery

more complicated and potentially

dangerous.21

PAIN POINT

Intravascular lithotripsy allows
physicians to fracture the problematic
calcium more easily, safely expand the
artery, optimally place a stent and
restore blood flow without unnecessary
complications.21,22

Nanoparticle drug- and 

gene-eluting stents

SOLUTION

Clinical innovation

4

In-stent restenosis and stent

thrombosis are common

complications after coronary

stent implantation.

PAIN POINT

Nanoparticle drug and gene eluting
stents can be used to overcome issues
like restenosis, in-stent thrombosis
and delayed endothelialization.23

PAIN POINT

As cardiovascular anatomy is

complex, long-term education and

training are required to achieve

high-quality treatment standards.

Depending on the facility,

sufficient training options might be

lacking.

6

AR/VR assisted training for 
physicians

SOLUTION

Digitalization

AR/VR could be used to train physicians in
interventional cardiology. VR allows a full
immersion in clinical scenarios. Such
training strategies could reduce
complication rates and improve the quality
of care by accelerating fellows’ learning
curves and reducing access site and
vascular complications, radiation time, and
amount of contrast dye.24

PAIN POINT

Access to cardiac rehabilitation is

limited due to a lack of center-

based facilities and non-flexible

schedules.

1

SOLUTION

Digitalization

2

Smartphone based virtual cardiac 
rehabilitation program

PAIN POINT

Remote delivery of clinical

expertise, supervision, and

coaching has traditionally not

been extended to cardiac

rehabilitation programs.

The program features a smartphone application
with daily reminders to follow exercise prescription,
log vitals, and review educational materials at
home. Patients also receive weekly coaching
sessions to provide education, emotional support,
and counselling on risk factors. Additionally, this
platform utilizes social media to provide group
support and encouragement for participants.25

SOLUTION

Digitalization

AI scheduler

PAIN POINT

There might be a long waiting

time for rehabilitation

appointments.

3

AI based algorithm to
schedule appointments
efficiently for the patient
can speed up the process.

SOLUTION

Digitalization

PAIN POINT

Current compliance and cardiac

rehabilitation participation rates

are low, optimization is urgently

needed.

4

Virtual reality-based 
rehabilitation

The use of VR and videogames could be

considered as complementary tools for

physical training in patients with

cardiovascular diseases in different

phases of cardiac rehabilitation.

Interactive VR using exergames may

promote heart rate, fatigue perception,

physical activity and reduce pain in

patients with cardiovascular diseases.26

PAIN POINT

Emotional problems like denial,

anxiety or depression can have a

negative impact on the treatment

results.

SOLUTION

Digitalization

Psychological 
intervention

5

Psychotherapy and psychological
intervention can be beneficial as
treating emotional problems improves
the compliance and can have positive
impact on patient outcome. Digital
programs could help to offer
psychological support to more
patients.27

PAIN POINT

Patient might not follow the

advised plan after getting

discharged.

SOLUTION

Digitalization

1

Personal AI assistance

Personal AI assistance to keep a
track of patient's activities such
as medication intake and exercise
in order to ensure that he is
following the advice thoroughly.

SOLUTION

Digitalization

PAIN POINT

It is difficult to record an

overview of patient’s hospital

experience, medication

instructions and home care.

2

Cloud based patient 
experience capture

Cloud-based multimedia platform

that delivers video highlights of

physician-patient encounters to

patient’s smartphone or computer,

capturing physician’s explanations

of diagnoses, treatments, and

procedures.28

SOLUTION

Digitalization

Electronic reminders

PAIN POINT

The patient might forget about the

follow-up appointment.

3

Electronic reminders can be sent to
the patient before the scheduled
follow-up visit.

PAIN POINT

Frequent hospital visits can be

expensive and exhausting.

SOLUTION

Digitalization

Telemedicine

4

Telemedicine can be a valuable
option when care providers are
far away, or the patient's
mobility is impaired.

PAIN POINT

Patients with CAD most often need

to take several medications as

treatment and secondary

prevention. Complex medication

plans may lead to poor adherence

and wrong dosage.

SOLUTION

Digitalization

Medication reminder 
apps

1

Automated phone reminders for
medication intake can be sent to
the patient for better medication
adherence. Furthermore, with add-
on features like AI health
assistants, at-home symptom
tracking and dosage control can
be made possible.29

SOLUTION

Automation

Automatic pill 
dispenser

An automatic pill dispenser can
be filled by the patient or a
caregiver with the necessary
medications for several days. It
can then provide the right
medication at the right time and
also notify the patient by e.g.,
sound signals.30

PAIN POINT

Patient may suffer long term or

delayed side effects from

medications.

SOLUTION

Digitalization

Automated alerts

2

Computerized order entry systems
have the potential to prevent
medication errors and decrease
adverse drug events with the use of
clinical-decision support systems
presenting alerts to providers.31

SOLUTION

Digitalization

AI-assisted modules

PAIN POINT

Patient satisfaction during an

outpatient visit is negatively

correlated with the waiting time.

3

Using these modules can
significantly reduce the waiting
time by helping patients
automatically order imaging
examinations or laboratory tests
based on their chief complaints,
thereby improving the outpatient
service process of hospitals.32

PAIN POINT

Home lockdown causes a lot of

stress among individuals.

SOLUTION

Digitalization

Digital communities

4 PANDEMICCOVID-19

Digital communities for common
groups can help to create a social
support system for the patients and
keep them busy.

The patient is in the catheter laboratory to receive a percutaneous

coronary intervention.

Ministry of Health
Formulates and 

legislates health policies 
and controls health 

facilities.

Paramedics
First medical personnel to 
arrive at the scene, trained 

to respond to emergency 
situations like heart 

attacks.

STAKEHOLDERS

Patient
Suffers from symptoms 

related to coronary 
artery disease.

Family 
Notices change in 

patient’s physical health 
and provides support.

Bystanders
People around the patient who 

can help him by responding 
quickly and performing CPR if 

required.

Tech companies
Design and develop health 

monitoring devices that send 
alerts to the patient if 

abnormality is detected. 

General practitioner
Provides care related to 

general health problems.

STAKEHOLDERS

Patient
Gets diagnosed with CAD 
and receives care services 

from providers.

Emergency physician
Identifies the cardiac symptoms 

and initiates symptomatic 
treatment in case of acute 

manifestation.

Medical device 
companies

Develop and manufacture
devices to diagnose CAD faster 

and more effectively.

Cardiologist
Decides on the next 

diagnostic and treatment 
steps.

Radiologist
Interprets the medical images 

and supports the treatment 
decision.

STAKEHOLDERS

Patient
Receives a combination of 
pharmacological and non-

pharmacological interventions.

Interventional cardiologist
Performs procedures like 
percutaneous coronary 

intervention.

Medical device 
companies

Develop and manufacture 
new devices to treat CAD 

more effectively.

Pharmaceutical 
companies

Develop and deliver drugs 
related to CAD.

Insurance companies 
Provide insurance 

coverage to the patient.

Family
Provides support to the 

patient.

STAKEHOLDERS

Patient
Exercises to accelerate the 

recovery process.

Family
Helps patient to stay 

motivated.

Cardiologist
Provides care related to 

cardiac problems and 
advises rehabilitation.

Rehabilitation therapist
Designs rehabilitation plan and 

supervises the patient’s 
exercises.

Medical device 
companies

Develop and manufacture 
devices to help the patient 

with the rehabilitation 
process.

STAKEHOLDERS

Patient
Visits the cardiologist for 

follow-up.

Family
Supports patient.

Cardiologist
Provides check-up regarding 
the patient’s cardiac health 

and adjusts medications as per 
requirement.

Pharmaceutical 
companies

Develop and deliver drugs 
related to CAD.

General practitioner
Controls medical 

treatment and gives advice 
and recommendations on 

visiting experts.

STAKEHOLDERS

Pharmaceutical 
companies

Develop and deliver drugs 
related to CAD.

Patient
Tries to live as normal of 

a life as possible. 

Family
Supports patient.

Cardiologist
Provides check-up

regarding the patient’s 
cardiac health.

General practitioner
Controls health status of 

the patient and 
recommends interventions 

if necessary.

 
 

  

  

  

 

 
 

  

  

  

 

 
 

  

  

  

 

 
 

  

  

  

 

 
 

  

  

  

 

 
 

  

  

  

 

 
 

  

  

  

 

 
 

  

  

  

 

Besides legislations for smoking
restriction in public places and common
cessation methods such as nicotine
replacement therapy, there are various
digital solutions to support patients who
try to quit smoking, e.g., AI-based
cessation chatbots or mobile app-based
plattforms.6
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